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DIRECTV is one of the leading providers of digital satellite TV in the US. According to their website, they have over 15
million customers making them the industry leader in satellite TV services. Most people sign up for DIRECTV satellite
from their website or through one of their authorized retailers. DIRECTV has over 250 channels with a wide choice of
programming packages. Some people say that the picture and sound quality of DIRECTV Satellite is much better than
cable. This is probably because DIRECTV offers digital-quality television. Recent consumer reports and ratings show that
DIRECTV has a good rating for customer support.
The DIRECTV digital satellite TV service is very popular. This can be seen by the large number of people who have
signed up for their services. Their digital TV equipment consists of an integrated receiver decoder, a remote control and a
small dish. DIRECTV delivers digital television entertainment, outstanding TV programming and customer service
support to over 15 Million Customers (2007 figure). Their programming packages also include local TV channels where
available.
DIRECTV digital satellite premium packages feature over 30 premium movie channels including Showtime, HBO,
Cinemax and Starz plus Sports channels. Sports options include regional sports networks, international sports and other
sports subscriptions. However, some of their customers say that the number of satellite tv channels available is limited
and that they need to add more channels to their service.
With the DIRECT TV DVR, you can pause, rewind and record up to 100 hours of live digital TV. The DIRECT TV DVR
makes recording easier by allowing you to watch TV shows when it is convenient for you. It also allows you to
automatically record TV shows that match your interests such as your favorite sports teams, movies, actors, or different
genres.
The DIRECT TV HD Receiver provides entertainment channels such as movies, sports and events in high definition
picture. The picture on an HDTV is up to 10 times clearer than on a regular TV and the widescreen format makes the
viewing experience feel like a movie screen. The DIRECT TV HD offers a wide variety of HD programming including local
channels and your favorite shows from all the major networks.
DIRECTV Satellite TV System deals usually include free standard installation, DIRECTV HD Package and DVR Service,
a SPORTS Pack and free satellite TV for a few months. Their Satellite TV deals are often similar to the deals offered by
Dish Network. Sign up for DIRECTV Satellite and get a Free Satellite TV System with Free installation in up to 4 rooms.
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